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Abstract: Over the past decade, artificial intelligence has reached a stage of rapid
development, and deep learning has played a main role in this development. Despite of its
strong ability to simulate and predict, deep learning is faced with the problem of large
computational complexity. At the hardware level, GPU, ASIC, FPGA are ways to solve the
huge amount of computing. This paper will explain the deep learning, FPGA structure and
the reason why the use of FPGA to accelerate the deep learning is effective. Also, it will
introduce a recursive neural network (RNN) implementation on the FPGA platform.
1. Introduction
The rapid growth of data volume and accessibility in recent years, Making the artificial
intelligence algorithm design concept has changed[1].The practice of manually creating algorithms is
replaced by the ability of computers to automatically acquire combined system from a large number
of data, resulting in significant breakthroughs in critical areas such as computer vision, speech
recognition, and natural language processing[2]. Deep learning is the most commonly used in these
areas of the technology, the industry has also been of great concern.However, the depth learning
model requires a very large amount of data and computing power, and only better hardware
acceleration conditions can meet the demand of the existing data and model size that continues to
expand.
Long
short-termmemory (LSTM)is
a recurrent
neuralnetwork (RNN)architecture
(an artificialneural network, deep learning)published[1] in 1997 by Sepp Hochreiter and Jürgen
Schmidhuber. Like most RNNs, an LSTM network is universal in the sense that given enough
network units it can compute anything a conventional computer can compute, provided it has the
proper weight matrix, which may be viewed as its program. Unlike traditional RNNs, an LSTM
network is well-suited to learn from experience to classify, process and predict time series when
there are very long time lags of unknownsize between important events.
The existing solution uses a graphics processing unit (GPU) cluster as a general purpose graphics
processing unit (GPGPU)[3], but the field programmable gate array (FPGA) provides another
solution worth exploring.The growing popularity of FPGA design tools makes it easier for top-level
software to be used in deep learning areas, making FPGAs easier for model builders and
deployers[4]. The FPGA architecture is flexible, allowing researchers to explore model optimization.
outside a fixed architecture such as a GPU[5]. At the same time, FPGAs are more powerful in
terms of unit energy consumption, which is critical to the study of large-scale server deployments or
resource-constrained embedded applications. This article will introduce a recursive neural network
(RNN) implementation on the FPGA platform.
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2. Introdu
uction of LS
STM
LSTM iis a kind off RNN (recu
urrent neuraal network), which is th
he most widdely used in
n processingg
time seriess data. It is controlled
c
by
b three gatees: input gaate, forget door ,output gate, and hidden
h
layerr
and Memoory cell .Thee following Figure is itss topology:

Fig 1. T
Topology off LSTM
The inpput gate conntrols the in
nput of a cerrtain momeent; By actin
ng on the m
memory celll of the lastt
moment, thhe forget gaate control how
h much oof the data stream
s
is going to flow into the next moment;;
The memoory cell is deetermined by
b the inputt of the prev
vious momeent and the candidate in
nput of thiss
moment; T
The output gate acts on the memoory cell, deetermines th
he informattion of hidd
den layer att
this momennt, and sendds it to the next
n layer o f neural nettwork.
All the eequations are as follow
ws:
it   wxi xt  whi ht  bi 
(1))
(2))
f t   wxf xt  whf ht  b f 
ot   wxo xt  who ht  bo 
cĉˆ  tanh wxc xt  whc ht  bc 
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b

Where
represents the resp
pective weigght, repressents the respective off
ffset,
is the logisticc
sigmoid fuunction:
1
 x  
1  ex
(7))
3. Design oof FPGA Module
M
The FP
PGA used inn the study
y was Cycllone II EP2
2C35F672C
C6N, , the ffollowing figure
f
is itss
overview:

Fig.2
F
Overvview of LST
TM on FPGA
A
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LSTM mainly carrries out thee calculationn of the mu
ultiplication
n and non-llinear functtions of thee
matrix (tannh, sigmoid)). Matrix multiplication
m
n is perform
med by the MAC
M
unit ((Multiply Accumulate)
A
)
with two ddata streamss: vector and
d weight maatrix stream
ms, as shown
n in Figure ((a). After th
he iteration,,
the MAC iis reset to prevent
p
the previous daata from being mixed into
i
the nexxt time.The data of thee
two MAC units are addded beforee the nonlineear function
n is calculatted, While uusing a resccale modulee
to 32-bit ddata into 166-bit data.Scalar calcul
ulation of th
he module is
i to calcullate the ct and
a ht, andd
finally passsed the nexxt moment of calculatiion, as show
wn in Figurre (b).Figurre (c), the Data flow
w
into and oout used DMA
D
(Direcct Memory Access) serial contro
ol.Since thee DMA serial port iss
independennt, a clockk module iss also requuired for tiiming contrrol.The cloock modulee is mainlyy
composed of a buffer memory an
nd temporarrily stores so
ome data un
ntil the dataa arrives. When the lastt
port data flows into the clock module to start transmitting datta, this enssures that th
he input iss
associated with the weeight matrix
x at the sam
me time.

Therefoore, the LST
TM model iss divided innto three stag
ges:
i
ĉ
a.Calcullate t and t ；
b.Calcuulate f t andd ot ；
c.Calcullate ct and ht ；
The firsst and seconnd stage two
o gate moduules (4 MAC
C units) are calculated in parallel, and it , ĉt ,
f t and ot are obtaineed and storeed in the FIIFO (First In
n First Out)).The last sttage fetchess the vectorr
in the FIF
FO to calcuulate ct an
nd ht . Afteer that, thee LSTM module
m
conttinues to wait
w for thee
calculationn of the dataa of the nex
xt layer or thhe next time. At the last moment LSTM is caalculated too
the last layyer, the moddel outputs the
t final targget value.
4. Result A
Analysis
By trainning the LST
TM network
k on differeent platform
ms, we get th
he comparisson of differrent modelss.
Table 1 is the platforrm parameteers, the resuults of the operation shown
s
in Fiigure 3, yo
ou can find::
Even at 1142MHz clock frequency, FPGA
A platform running time is mucch smaller than otherr
platforms, parallel too eight LST
TM memorry cells pro
ocessing haas achievedd 16 times faster thann
Exynos54222 results.
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Fig.3 Comparisoon of differeent hardwarre platform pparameters
5. Summaary
Depth llearning usees a deep neural
n
netwoork model with
w multip
ple hidden llayers. Because of thee
inherent parallelism of
o DNN, GPU
G
and FP
PGA with large-scale
l
parallel arcchitecture become
b
thee
mainstream
m hardware platform fo
or acceleratting deep leearning, and
d its outstannding advan
ntage is thatt
it can cusstomize thee calculatio
on and storrage structu
ure accordiing to the characterisstics of thee
applicationn, and achieeve the hardware struccture and depth
d
learnin
ng algorithm
m Optimal match, gett
higher perfformance poower ratio; And, FPGA
A flexible reeconstructio
on function also facilitaates the finee
tuning andd optimizatiion of the algorithm,
a
ccan greatly shorten thee developm
ment cycle. There
T
is noo
doubt that FPGA in thhe depth of learning
l
thee future is very worth lo
ooking forw
ward to.
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